News Release

Nantes, France– December 14th, 2016

Sercel Sells Four 508XT Acquisition Systems to Indian Seismic Companies
Sercel announced today that it has delivered four of its new-generation 508XT land acquisition systems to two seismic
companies recently awarded survey work in India by ONGC and Oil India, as part of a new national seismic program
commissioned by the Indian government.
The two Indian clients purchasing the 508XT are Advent, a new seismic company, and Alphageo, a long-standing player.
Both companies will use the systems to conduct two surveys each in India. Given the diverse and challenging survey
environments, such as mountains, farmlands and cities, both companies will benefit from the system’s unique faulttolerant cross-technology (X-Tech®) architecture, which features local storage and automatic rerouting capabilities to
maximize survey productivity.
Anuj Singla, Founder and Managing Director, Advent, said: “As a new seismic player, we were keen to purchase the
industry’s most advanced acquisition system. The versatility of the 508XT means we can use it everywhere, in any environment
and for any survey configuration. The one-system-for-all concept makes total sense for us.”
S.Balaji, Vice President Operations, Alphageo, said: “We are currently operating 13 seismic crews with Sercel equipment
and are very satisfied with the quality of their products and exceptional customer support. We recently experienced the
value of the 508XT’s unique functionalities when a cable was cut for several hours on one of our surveys. The system continued in autonomous recording mode, which meant that production was not affected and the stored data could be retrieved
automatically once the cable had been changed. This is a definite plus for the continuity and reliability of our operations.”
Pascal Rouiller, Sercel President and CEO, said: “The new and unique features developed for the 508XT are now being fully
exploited in the field. Despite challenging market conditions, sales of the 508XT have been ramping up since its launch in
September 2013.”

About Sercel
Sercel is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of innovative seismic equipment and reservoir monitoring instruments. Sercel provides oil field service companies and geophysical contractors with the widest range of leading-edge technologies for exploration in land, marine, ocean bottom, transition zone and reservoir environments. Employing more than
1,800 people worldwide, Sercel’s main sales offices are located in Houston (USA) and Nantes (France). More information
about Sercel is available at www.sercel.com.
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